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ABUNDANCE OF HYPERBOLICITY
IN THE C1 TOPOLOGY
BY RAUL URES (1)

ABSTRACT. — In this paper we show that the Newhouse's thickness of basic sets as an obstmction to the density
of Axiom A diffeomorphisms in the C^ topology for k > 2 is not applicable in the C1 topology. We prove that the
local thickness of saddle-type hyperbolic basic sets vanishes C1 generically and that, when we consider families
with first homoclinic bifurcations, the ^-stability is a "prevalent" phenomena after the unfolding of the tangency.
RESUME. — Dans cet article on montre que 1'epaisseur de Newhouse des ensembles basiques telle qu'une
obstruction pour la densite des diffeomorphismes Axiome A dans la topologie (7^, k > 2, n'est pas applicable dans
la topologie C1. On montre que 1'epaisseur locale des ensembles basiques hyperboliques de type selle s'annule
generiquement dans la topologie C1 et que, si 1'on considere des families exhibant une premiere bifurcation
homoclinique, l'f2-stabilite est un phenomene « prevalent » apres Ie developpement de la tangence.

Introduction
A problem of fundamental importance in the theory of dynamical systems is to
determine a dense set of diffeomorphisms whose dynamical behaviour exhibit a fair
degree of robustness under perturbations. With this aim and having also as a motivation
the construction of structurally stable diffeomorphisms (/ is (7^ structurally stable if it
belongs to a C^ open set such that any diffeomorphism in it is conjugate to / by a
homeomorphism) Smale introduced, in the sixties, the notion of hyperbolic (Axiom A)
diffeomorphisms. In fact, deciding whether hyperbolic diffeomorphisms are dense or not
in the space of all diffeomorphisms, together with the analog questions for the classes of
structurally stable and of Q-stable diffeomorphisms (as structural stable diffeomorphisms
but restricting the conjugation to the nonwandering set), became a central problem in the
subsequent development of the theory.
It is now well known that if the dimension of the manifold is greater than two then the
answer is negative for all classes of diffeomorphisms; see, for instance, [AS], [Ml], [S]. For
diffeomorphisms of surfaces Williams [W] showed that structurally stable diffeomorphisms
are not C7' dense for r > 1. Then, in the early seventies, Newhouse proved that if
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we consider the set of all diffeomorphisms with the C^ topology, r > 2, hyperbolic
diffeomorphisms and 0-stable diffeomorphisms are also not dense. For the C1 topology,
the density or not of ^-stable or hyperbolic diffeomorphisms remains an open question.
In this work we do not give a conclusive answer to this question but we show that
Newhouse's obstruction to the density of ^-stability is not valid in the C1 topology.
The solution of this problem would give a complete panorama of the dynamics of
C1 diffeomorphisms on surfaces. Recall that in the C1 topology the stability is well
characterized by [M2] and [P].
The main tools in Newhouse's proof of the nondensity of Axiom A diffeomorphisms
on surfaces are the notions of thickness (see the definition in Section 1), a kind of
fractional dimension for Cantor sets, and that of homoclinic tangency. He showed that
if a diffeomorphism y? exhibits a homoclinic tangency associated to a thick hyperbolic
set A (thick means r8 (A) r^ (A) > 1 see Section 1) then there exists a C2 open set of
diffeomorphisms, nearby the first one, for which a dense set of elements have homoclinic
tangencies (persistence of homoclinic tangencies). Even more interesting, such tangencies
involving thick hyperbolic sets occur whenever a homoclinic tangency is unfolded (see
[N3], and also [PT1] for a new and clearer proof).
To obtain these results, a fundamental property of the thickness is its continuity in the
C2 topology. Our first theorem says that continuity breaks down in the C1 topology and,
moreover, the thickness vanishes for a residual set of C1 diffeomorphisms.
Let T*/ ^ (A((^)), ^ == 5, u, be the local thickness of A at p (see the definition in
Section 1).
THEOREM A. - C1 generically T*. ^ (A ((/?)) = 0, ^ = 5, u.
In other words, if U is the open set where there exists an "analytic" continuation
of A, then the stable and unstable thickness are null for the elements of a residual set
in U. However, we recall that the Hausdorff dimension of hyperbolic basic sets varies
continuously in the C1 topology (see [MM] and [PV]).
To solve the problem of the density of Axiom A diffeomorphisms it seems to be
important to know what happens after the unfolding of homoclinic tangencies. This fits one
of Palis9 well known conjectures (see [PT1]), that diffeomorphisms displaying homoclinic
tangencies are dense in the complement of the Ck hyperbolic ones, for any k > 1. The
result of Araujo and Mane [AM], showing that C2 diffeomorphisms either have finitely
many hyperbolic attractors that attract almost every point or they are C1 approximated by
one with a homoclinic tangency, encourages this point of view.
In the unfolding of homoclinic tangencies of C1' one-parameter families (r > 2) there
are different possibilities according to the fractional dimension (Hausdorff dimension and
thickness) of the hyperbolic set involved in the creation of the tangency:
1. if the Hausdorff dimension of the hyperbolic set is less than one, hyperbolicity
corresponds to a set of Lebesgue density one at this parameter value, see [PT2],
2. if the Hausdorff dimension of the hyperbolic set is bigger than one, the set of
parameter values corresponding to hyperbolic diffeomorphisms is not of density one at the
initial bifurcation value. Indeed there are "plenty" of parameter values corresponding to
diffeomorphisms exhibiting homoclinic tangencies, see [PY],
4® SERIE - TOME 28 - 1995 - N° 6
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3. if the hyperbolic set is thick, i.e. the product of its stable and unstable thickness
is bigger than one, the bifurcating parameter value is in the boundary of an interval of
persistence of homoclinic tangencies, see [Nl-2].
Our second theorem shows that after the unfolding of first homoclinic tangencies (see
Section 1 for the definition) we will always find hyperbolic diffeomorphisms C1 near the
bifurcating one. Even more, if we consider C1 one-parameter families that unfold a first
homoclinic tangency, generically, the situation is quite similar to the first case above.
Let us state the theorem more precisely. Let b be the first bifurcating parameter value and
Hs ({^}) = {b < ^ < b + 6; (p^ is hyperbolic and has the nocycle property}.
THEOREM B. - For C1 generic families with a first homoclinic bifurcation
r
m(ff,({^})
limsup — - — — •
= 1.
6\0

0

Thanks to its continuous variation there exist families with hyperbolic sets having large
Hausdorff dimension (bigger than one) that verify Theorem B (compare with [PY]).
Our results raise some questions beyond the one concerning Lebesgue density of
hyperbolic or 0-stable diffeomorphisms.
Question 1: Let b be the first bifurcating parameter value of a one-parameter family.
Are the families with topological density of hyperbolic diffeomorphisms in an interval
[b, b-\-8\C1 generic? It would even be interesting to give examples of this kind of families.
Question 2: The same question, replacing hyperbolic diffeomorphisms by diffeomorphisms that stably have only finitely many sinks (i.e. are the parameter intervals such that
any diffeomorphism corresponding to a parameter value in them has only finitely many
sinks dense in [&, 6 +<?]?).
Question 3: Is it possible to give examples of diffeomorphisms with infinitely many
sinks which are C1 approximated by hyperbolic diffeomorphisms?
The contents of the next sections of this paper are as follows. In Section 1 we give
the definitions of thickness and families with a first homoclinic bifurcation. The proof of
Theorem A is in Section 2 and tlie proof of Theorem B is in Section 3. It involves the
technique of the proof of Theorem A and arguments of [PT2].
1. Preliminaries
DEFINITION 1.1. - Let K C R be a Cantor set. A gap is a connected component ofR\K.
Let U be any bounded gap and k be a boundary point of U, so k G K. Let C be the bridge
of K at k, i.e. the maximal interval in R such that
- k is a boundary point of C;
- C contains no point of a gap U1 whose length l(U1} is at least the length of U.
1 (C1}
Let r (K, k) = ——' Then the thickness ofK, denoted by r (K), is the infimum of these
I (U)

r (K^ k) over all boundary points k of bounded gaps.
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE
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Let k G K; the local thickness of K at k, denoted by Tk (K), is the supremum of
r (K n [k - e, k + e]) over all e > 0. This is not the usual definition of local thickness
(see [PT1]) but, as we are mostly interested in Theorem D, we use it to make our exposition
clearer.
DEFINITION 1.2. - Let (p be a two dimensional diffeomorphism, A be a basic set of saddle
type for (p and p G A be a fixed (periodic) point. We define the stable thickness of (A, p)
as r^ (A) = r (W^ (p) D A) and analogously for the unstable thickness. Observe that this
definition is invariant by dijferentiable changes of coordinates.
Let us recall the main properties of the thickness.
(1) Gap Lemma, (see [Nl-2]). Let K^, K^ C R be Cantor sets with thickness 7-1 and
T2. If TI . T2 > 1, then one of the following three alternatives occurs: K\ is contained in a
gap of K^\ K^ is contained in a gap of K^ K\ H K^ / 0.
(2) T - ^ (A ((p)) depend continuously on (p with respect to the C2 topology. This means
that if U C Diff 2 (M) is open and if, for (p G U, A ((/?) is a basic set of saddle type with
fixed (or periodic) point p (y?), both depending continuously on ^ G U, then T"^ (A ((p))
are continuous functions on U (see [Nl-2] and [PT1]).
(3) If ^ G Diff 2 (M) and A is a hyperbolic basic set of saddle type for ^ then r^ (s) (A)
do not depend on the point p and, moreover, r^ (s) (A) > 0.
Properties (1) and (2) are the main ingredients in Newhouse's proof of the non-density
of hyperbolic (Axiom A) diffeomorphisms in Diff 2 (M 2 ).
DEFINITION 1.3. - We say that a diffeomorphism (p is hyperbolic if the nonwandering set
of (/?, 0 (y?), is hyperbolic and the periodic points of (p are dense in it.
Let Q (y?) = AI U ... U A.k be the spectral decomposition of a hyperbolic diffeomorphism.
A j-cycle on fl ((p) is a string of j pairs of points a;i, y-^ G A^,..., x^ yj G A^., with not
all %i,..., ij equal, such that Wu (y^) H W8 (x^) ^ 0,..., Wu (%) H W8 (x^) ^ 0. We say
that (p has the nocycle property if there are no cycles on Q((p).
When there are no cycles we can construct a filtration for (p: a sequence MQ = 0 C
Mi C ... C Mfc = M of compact submanifolds with boundary for 0 < % < k such that
^p{Mi) C mi Mi and in M^+i\M^ the maximal invariant set is A^.
DEFINITION 1.4. - We say that a C1 one parameter family ((/^)^(_^g) has a first
homoclinic bifurcation at b if'.
(1) y?^ is hyperbolic and has the nocycle property for ^ < b (i.e. it is ^l-stablefor ^ < b).
(2) ipb is hyperbolic on lim fl (^pn) = Q ((^) (f^ ((p) means the nonwandering set of(p).

^yb

(3) There exist a fixed (or periodic) point pb offi ((^&) and fundamental domains 5& of
W8 (pb) and Ub of Wu (pb) such that
Sb n W (pb) = Ub n W8 {pb) = int (Sb) n int {Ub)
where int (S^) and int (U^) denote the interior of these sets in the topology induced by M.
Recall that a fundamental domain is a "segment" of the corresponding invariant manifold
such that any orbit of this manifold has only one point of intersection with it.
(4) The ^l-set of (pb is the union of^t ((pb) and the orbit of S^ n (7&.
4° SERIE - TOME 28 - 1995 - N° 6
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(5) At least one of these tangencies unfolds.
We denote by B1 the set of all these families endowed with the C1 topology.
REMARK 1.5. - It is not hard to see that any family of this type can be C1 approximated
by a C2 family with a first homoclinic bifurcation such that Sb Ft Ub consists of only one
point of quadratic tangency between W8 (p^) and Wu (pb) which, moreover, unfolds with
non-zero speed as the parameter varies.

2. Proof of Theorem A
The proof of this theorem is an easy consequence of the following two propositions.
Let A be a saddle hyperbolic basic set, p G A a fixed (or periodic) point and
U C Diff 1 (M) the open set where there exist an "analytic" continuation of A. We recall
that by an implicit function argument there exists an open set in Diff 1 (M) such that for
any g in it there exists an hyperbolic basic set Ag conjugated to A. We call Ag an analytic
continuation of A and U the maximal open set where these analytic continuations exist.
PROPOSITION 2.1. - For a dense set in U, T*. x (A (<^)) = 0, ^ = s, u.
PROPOSITION 2.2. - For any Cantor set K^ K C W* (p ((/?)) D A, depending continuously
on y? € U^ r {K) is an upper semicontinuous function on (p (= U.
For the sake of simplicity of the exposition, we assume that A is a "horseshoe" but this
involves no loss of generality: the same argument applies to arbitrary hyperbolic basic sets,
by restricting our perturbations to a "rectangle" of a convenient Markov partition.
Proof of the Proposition 2.1. - Let (p be a C2 diffeomorphism, y G U. The hyperbolic
set is contained in a "square" Q such that two of its sides are segments of the stable
manifold and the other two are segments of the unstable manifold of a fixed point p.

Fig. 2.1.

Moreover, there exists an open set U, Q C U, where we can define two C1 invariant
foliations T8 and ^u such that a leaf coincides with a leaf of the corresponding foliation
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'fiCOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE
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of the hyperbolic set A when it contains a point of A (see [PT1]). Then, we can define,
in the usual way, C1 linearizing coordinates such that Q is the square [0, 1] x [0, 1]. That
is, we can find a C1 diffeomorphism ^ from a neighborhood of Q onto a neighborhood
of [0, 1] x [0, 1] such that
- ^(p) = (0,0),
- ^-1 ({0} x [0, 1] U {1} x [0, 1] C Wu (p),
- ^-1 ([0, 1] x {0} U [0, 1] x {1} c W8 (p)
and
- ^(^-1 is linear on the rectangle [0, 1] x [0, c].
We shall make use of this coordinates and identify ip on ^-1 (-[0, 1] x [0, c] with '^y?^"1
on points in [0, 1] x [0, c]. We can write ( p { x , y) = (y?i (x), ^ {y)) and we will only
perturb (^2In the segment {0} x [0, 1] we have three segments a, b, c (a Markov partition see
Fig. 2.2) where b is a gap and (p (a) = {1} x [0, I], (p (0, 1) = (1, 0), ^ (c) = {0} x [0, I],
(^(0, 0) = (0, 0) and (^(0, c) = (0, 1) where c is the length of c (z will always mean
the length of~z).

Fig. 2.2.

We define a^, bm and Cm as (^-m (a), ^ -m (&) and ^ -m (c) respectively and consider
a continuous function /? : [0, 1] —> R such that:
(1) p(c) = pW = 0.
1
(2) ^l[fci+ci,c-e] =

(3) pk

=

/«c,-i

(4)

/
J Ci

n+1

n+ 1

with E > 0 small enough.

i > 2.

p (^) dt = 0, co = c.

c

(5) |/)(^)| < — for some constant C > 0.
n
40 SERIE - TOME 28 - 1995 - N° 6
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(6)

(
Jy

p{t)dt>0, V O < T / < C .

It is clear that this function exists because a^n = A"^71^, bm = X'^b and
c^n = X'^c where A > 1 is the unstable eigenvalue of (p at p. Then, let gn (x, y) =
(

( (/?i (x), y?2 (y) -

f°

\

P W d t ) in [0, 1] x [0, c]. It is clear that gn and D gn are equal to

(p and Dip at [0, 1] x {0} and [0, 1] x {c}.
The coordinates are defined in an open set that contains [0, 1] x [0, 1] and then, we
can take a rectangle as in Figure 2.3.
(-6.1)

(0.1)

(-6.0)

(0,0)

(1.1)

(1.0)

(1+5.1)

(1+5.0)

Fig. 2.3.

We take a C1 function (3 : R -^ [0, 1] such that:
(1) /3|[o,i] = 1.
(2) (3(-6) = (3(1 + 6) = ^(-6) = ^(l + 6) = 0.
(3) (3{x) = /3' {x) = 0 for x i [-8, 1 + 6}.
Then we denote K = sup|/3'|.

/

r

We define gn as ^ outside [—^, 1 + 8} x [0, c] and ( (^i (re), (^2 (y) ~ 0 (x)
V

Jy

otherwise.
We obtain that:
(i) g^ = ip on the boundary of the rectangle [—8, 1 + S] x [0, c].
(ii) Dgn = Dip on the same set.
Then, ^n is a C1 function. Moreover, gn is C1 near (^? for n large enough:
p-c

ll'^-ffnilc'o = /?(a0 /
Jy

||D^ - Dgn

r p{t)dt

-^(rc)/

Jy
r-c.

13'(x)

^

<o(^)^ < n
-,

(3(x)p(y)
J^C1

C1

TC

p(t)dt +|/? {x) p{y)\<—— +-<-i.
jy
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Now we only need to prove that the hyperbolic set of gn corresponding to the continuation
of A has stable thickness, equal to zero.
In order to prove this, first of all we observe that (^1,2(0? <^) = (0, Ci-i), Vz > 1,
^n,2(0, c) = (0, 1), gn(ai) 3 a,-i and, if we call a[ = g~^ (a), b, = ^n'( 6 ) and
^ = ^n' (c).

then

(i) < = ^————1\

n A+-)

j=n+2 \

J/

1

(ii) c , = Ci = ^.
(iii) b[ = c^ -c[- a[.
CLAIM. - a^A' —^ 0.

- 2 11

A-——=<^
"*'n f^
i 1i)\ • -•n+2A+
>— iJ
=^2 ^Y
nfi-Y^r)^»
^•+ „

^

n-\-z

/

n+i

t

-, \

,

JL-L

J'=n+2

n+i

/

1

t

\

•

1

J=n+2

As a consequence 6^ A1 —> A c — c > 0. In particular b[ < b\_^ if % is sufficiently large.
of.

i—^-oo

Moreover, for i large enough, — ———> 0. This proves the proposition.

D

Proof of Proposition 2.2. - If the thickness r (K) = r we have, for every £, a quotient
between a gap 6 and a bridge a such that
1

diffeomorphisms C close to y?.

r — -^ < e and this remains true for

D

3. Proof of Theorem B
Consider a C2 family (^^)^e(6-£,6+e) wlt!1 a ^st homoclinic bifurcation at b (as in
Remark 1.5). The non-wandering (0-set) of (pb consists of the union of / hyperbolic basic
sets {Ai (&), i = 1,..., 1) and the orbit of tangency, say 0. We suppose that the periodic
point p involved with the tangency is in A(&) = A^ (6).
Without loss of generality, as in Section 2 we will assume that A (6) is a "horse-shoe"
and p^, G A (^) is the fixed point with positive eigenvalues.
Using the same technique of Section 2, we will perturb (y^)^- As in Section 2 we have
segments a^, 6^, c^ and a point r^ C 6^ such that r^ = r^ is a point of the orbit of
tangency and r* depend continuously on IJL (^ = s or u).
Now we define continuous functions p^n = P^,n (and analogously p^yj such that:
(1) /^n(^) = ^,n(0) = 0.
(2) P^n\[^^)-e,c,-e} = -^-[

4e S6RIE - TOME 28 - 1995 - N° 6
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Fig. 3.1

(3) ^^^([^(r^-^+e])

=

^--^

^

^

2

-

rc^,i-i

(4) /

^,n (^ ^ = 0, c^i = (p^ (c^) and c^o = ^.

^,,

Then, we approximate the family ((/^)^ by
(^ (rr, ^/) =(^^x)- [ ' p^, (t) dt, ^2, ^V}- I ' P^ n W dt\
\
Jx
Jy
/

and we extend this perturbation as in Section 2.
REMARK 3.1. - If we repeat the calculations of Section 2 we obtain that

^^r([^ l M-^^+ £ ])) ^Q
<^,i-i
w/^r^ ^ (J) denotes the length of the interval I.
REMARK 3.2. - The foliations }7^ and ^ are C1 (the tangent vectors depend C1 on the
parameter and the point) and when we make the perturbation above, they remain invariant
in the "square" Q^.
rc^

In fact we need /

/^ n (t) dt to be a C1 function on both y and ^ (we also want

Jy

that it has small derivatives but, once we have that it is (71, it is enough to multiply
it by a small constant). In order to assume that this is indeed possible let us describe
the definition of p^n m somewhat more detail. Let us call D^ = (<^,i, c^\ and define
functions h^,i : D^ —> R such that:
(1) / h^i{t)dt=0.
JD.
(2) ^,z|[^(^)-£,c^] = 7
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE
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Fig. 3.2.

(3) ^,d(c^,i,c^,i+£]

= —

——.

These functions can be taken in such a way that:

0)-^
QfJL
(ii)

/^,i (^/o) is a continuous function on (/^o, 2/0).
^=^0

^9_
9/^ ^=/AO /^,i (2/0) < ^i where K^ does not depend neither on i neither on

(/^o, 2/o).

(iii) |^o , (2/0) [ < K^ where ^2 does not depend neither on % nor on (/^o, 2/0).
Then, we define p^n in the following way:
P^n{y) =/^,n+z(A^2/)

if 2 / ^ ^^.

i > 1.

In JO^ we define p^ ^ in a similar way with the condition that p ^ ^ n (c^) = 0.
9 f^
LEMMA 3.3. - — j
p^ ^ (t) dt is a continuous function on (/^, y).
°P' Jy

Proof. - Suppose that y G (c^,, c^^.i). Then,
9

f^

irj. '"-•(()•(t
/

2/

>c 1 11
9 /r^'
^--

=

=

9^j
Q^Jy

,,

^n w dt + ~9u j

1
lc
9 /r^^^-1
9^ j
^'n (t) dt
^ly

4° SERffi - TOME 28 - 1995 - N° 6
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=
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^
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/^^_i(A^)(-z+l)A^^

+

(z-l)

/' (ahl^^l"+ '•—-. • (^t"-" ^2 ^<;
v+y
(^i+^-i)A;,- 2 )^,., dt
<9^,n+z-l / y - 1 ^ . L/
fP-1^^
HY-29^
— — — ^ — — — (/V
^ + ^n+i-l, ^ (^
^ ^ - -^ -V
-^

eft

"/

A^- (t-l)
^-^
/
/•^
< ^4 i\, + /
>A

1

/)\
\
f)\
(^i + ^2 (» - 1) A;,-2) -^ A,( 1 - 1 ) )

Jy

^

^^A^+^i+^-^A^IA^/.

-x

1

/

)-^

t--»00

<2^A;-(1-1) ———.0.
As ^-"- (0) = 0 the lemma is proved. D
Q^JL
A main step in the proof of Theorem B is
PROPOSITION 3.4. - There exists a dense set A C B1 such that
— ^ — — ——-> 1

{m denotes the Lebesgue measure}

for any {^} G A
For the proof of this proposition we just show that all perturbed families (y?n, p,)p, as above
satisfy its conclusion. Before we con do that we have to introduce two auxiliary results.
Note first that, up to iterating negatively, resp. positively, the foliations JF^, resp. J^,
we may suppose that they are defined in a neighbourhood of the first point of tangency.
We define l^ as the differentiable curve where the leaves of ^ and F^ are tangent. We
call J='8^ (A) = {F8^ G ^ s(n) ; F8^ H A ^ 0}. Let O8^ be a ^-orbit of ^ (M) .
Without loss of generality we suppose b == 0.
PROPOSITION 3.5. - For each a > 0, there is a ^i (a) > 0, such that for every
IJL G (0, ^i (a)) such that the distance between T8 (A^ U C^) D l^ and ^u (A^ U O8^) n l^
is at least ap., y^ is hyperbolic.
This proposition follows, essentially, from the arguments in [PT2] and we postpone (a
sketch of) its proof until the end of the section. We also use another result from [PT2]
but give here a shorter proof.
PROPOSITION 3.6 (see [PT2]). - Let A {p) = {A' (^)}z>o U {0} with 0 < A (/^) < Ifor any
li G (—^, 8) and A be a Lipschitz, function of[i. Then, for each c > 0 there is a ^ (c) > 0
such that for each 0 < /^i < ^ (c)
A(0)^DA(^)n[0,/.i]
/or all 0 < ijt < ^ (As means an e-neighbourhood of A).
Proofs Note that IA^-A^ (0)| < ((l+J^^-l) A^- (0) < ^l+A^-1 A"^ (0),
where ^ is a Lipschitz constant for A (/^). Now, if k is large enough and [L is small enough
(depending only on A (0)), we have K k (1 + K ^k-1 < A-^/ 2 ).
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Given c > 0 take /z(c) = c2. Then for every ^ < /^i < /^(c)
IA" (/.) - ^ (0)| < /^/2 < /. v//7T < ^
whenever A^ (0) G [0, ^].

D

Proof of Proposition 3.4. - Now, we consider the sequencies {c^ } and {c^ }. As a
consequence of our construction c^ ^ = A^ (^) and c^ ^ = A^ (/z) where Ai and X^
are, respectively, the contracting and expanding eigenvalues.
Given a and for fi small enough, {c^ 0} H [0, ^] and {c^ 0} n [°^ ^] Gan be covered
by A^ ({c^ o}) and ^a^ ({c^o}) intervals of length ^/^ such that
__

/ r i<

1°S Q/

i\

^({^o})<^+2,

^({<,o})<^ l ^ ^^+2.
log As

If TTg^ and TT^^ are the projections onto l^ along the stable and unstable foliations we
have, shrinking IJL if necessary,
^(7^.^{c^o})<2^g^+2,
logAi
^(^.{<o})< J ^ ^T+2
log >2

(we are assuming that the projectons have derivative 1, if this is not the case we have
the same bounds but for 7Vj<a^ where K is the derivative of the projection). So, an
^/^-neighborhood of 7Tu,p, {c^ 0} can be covered with no more than 37V<^ {^u^ {c^ o})
intervals of length afi.
This means that
jg^QO ^ ^ ^ ^Q^ ^^ distance between TTs^/ {c^ 0}
and TT-^^ ^/ {c^ 0} + ^/18 ^ess than a/^}
can be covered with no more than 3A^ (TT^ {c^ ^}) 7V ^^ (^s^ {c^ ^o}) intervals of
length a/^.
Then
^^) ^ 3 ^log. ^Vjog^ ^^

^

vogAi

y viogA^- 1

)

which goes to 0 as a goes to 0.
We know (see Proposition 3.6) that for each a > 0 there exists /^i (a) such that for
any fi G (0, ^ (a)), {c^ ^} n [0, ^] and {c^^} U [0, p] are contained, respectively, in
a ^ a/^-neighbourhood of {c^ 0} and {c^^o}In ly (p^) we define the set A(/z) as (W (p^) n A^) U 0^. In the same way we
define B (/^) in W^ (^).
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We observe that, as a consequence of Remark 3.1, given a > 0 there exists JI > 0
such that for 0 < fi < JI

A(^)n[()^] c (i/4)^{<^}n[o,^],
where (s{cn} = {a G [0, 1]; 3^ such that \Ci — x\ < /3ci}. Analogous reasonings and
conclusions hold for B {p,) and {c^}.
This, using Proposition 3.5, ends the proof. D
Proof of Proposition 3.5. - As we said before, this result is, essentially, a consequence
of the arguments in [PT2] and so here we only sketch the main points.
The proof is based on the fact that the "new" nonwandering orbits are all contained in a
small neighbourhood of T8 (A^ U 0s) n ^u (A^ U C^). An argument involving filtrations
gives that the "new" nonwandering orbits have to pass through a small neighbourhood U^
of r^ and, as the distance of T8 (A^ U 0s) H ^ and ^u (A^ U C^) H l^ is at least c p, we can
obtain a lower bound for the angle between leaves of order (c/^)1/2. As these orbits must
stay a long time near the hyperbolic set A^ before returning to a neighbourhood of <^, we
can prove the hyperbolicity constructing cone fields (see [PT2], Section 4.4). A filtration
argument also gives that y?^, for these parameter values, has the nocycle property. D
Finally, we prove Theorem B. Let
Cn = { { ^ } C B1; 36= 6({^) > Osuchthat m^^^ > ^
By Proposition 3.4 Cn contains an open and dense set. Then, C = 0 Cn is a residual
n>0

set in B1 such that for any {(^} G C7,

li^p "'(g(W)n[M+*l) , ,
6^0

0
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